Everywhere we hear the question ‘where are the youth’?
Growing up today, life is bound to be complex and challenging for nearly every young
person. We often grow up in unwholesome family environments and a culture that does
not meet our deepest need for beauty and a healthy social life.
Around us we see pain and devastation on all levels. Hope, the medicine for depression
and addiction, is kindled through righteous activity. Young people have an inner need to
participate in self and societal transformation or else their life forces wither and die.
Right action in turn, necessitates profound understanding of the human being and the
natural and spiritual worlds. This is where Rudolf Steiner’s Anthroposophy, or Spiritual
Science, serves.
What if our Rudolf Steiner Branches across this continent and the world were buzzing
hubs of initiative? Youth are asking for inner transformation to go hand in hand with
outer deeds?
This storyline is what we also heard when meeting the community in Chicago.
It was a beautiful evening of conversation, questions and stories, non-stop for four
hours! We first met the board and then transitioned in to an open conversation about
our work at Elderberries with the larger community.
Many of the beautiful friends that showed up shared their surprise and appreciation after
hearing more about our work and how we approach personal transformation in
community. Toward the end when speaking about the practical building and renovation
concerns – one of the younger friends Mihai, opened his jacket slightly to reveal his
work uniform saying ‘you know I’m a building engineer’… as if to say ‘we’ve got this,
don’t worry’!
In gratitude, the three of us – Frank, Dottie and I boarded the plane back to LA after an
inspiring visit. Thank you to Hazel and her husband Chuck Ginsberg for hosting us so
beautifully and keeping the dream alive. Let’s see what’s possible!
~ Daniel Evaeus

